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Let R be a ring with an identity. Following Ramamurthi [2], we call R
a left weakly regular ring if R satisfies one of the following equivalent conditions:
1) a^RaRa for every a^R\ 2) Rja is right i?-flat for any two-sided ideal a
of R; 3) a2=a for any left ideal α of R. In this paper, we shall introduce
the notion of a weakly regular (right) module: A right i?-module M is called a
weakly regular module if mEHom5(M, M)(m)HomR(My i?)(w)={Σtίt(m)/ί(w)|
^•GHom^M, M), /, GHom i?(M, R)} for every m e M . Needless to say, R is
a left weakly regular ring if and only if RR is weakly regular. We shall give a
list of equivalent conditions for MR to be weakly regular including the con-
dition that MR is locally projective and Ta=Ta2 for any left ideal α of Ry where
T is the trace ideal of MR (Theorem 7). We shall show also that if MR is a
finitely generated (abbr. f.g.) weakly regular module, then Hom^(M, M) is a
left weakly regular ring (Theorem 8). The author would like to express his
thanks to Prof. H. Tominaga for his helpful suggestion.

1. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, R will represent an associative ring with 1, and
M a unitary right i?-module. Every (right or left) module is unitary and un-
adorned ® means ®R, unless otherwise stated. We set M*—HomR(M, R) and
S^Hom^M, M). For any S-i?-submodule N of M, we set TN=Έ,fζΞM*f(N)
=HomR(M, R)(N). T=TM is the trace ideal of MR. Given RA, US(SN®A)
will denote the set of all 5-submodules of N®A. Further, UTlΓ(RA) will
denote the set of all i?-submodules A' of A with TNA' = A'. Especially,
UT(RR) is the set of all left ideals α of R such that Ta=a. Finally, let
ΓR(M, A): M®A-+HomR(RM*, RA) be the unique map such that ΓR(M, A)*
(m®a)(U)=U(m)a for w G l , a<=A and £/<ΞM* (see [1]).

A right i?-module M is called a weakly regular module (abbr. w. regular
module) if me5(m)M*(m) for every J K G M . A submodule NR of MR is said
to be ideal pure if N Π Mα=ΛΓα for every left ideal α of i?, or equivalently,
ί ® l : N®Rla-^M®Rja is monic for every left ideal α of i?, where i: N-+M
is the inclusion (see [1]).
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Proposition 1. The following conditions are equivalent:
1) TR(M, A) is monk for every RA.
2) m<E.MM*(m) for every m^M.
3) If β: GR->MR is a map such that β(G) is ideal pure in M, then for each

xly x2y •••,#„ in G there exists some ψ: MR^GR such that βφβ{xt)=zβ(pc>j for
i=l,2y-yn.

4) For each mly m2y ~-ymk^M there exist some xu x2y •••, xn ^M and
fi>f2> ~ >fn^M* such that mi=Σjxjfj(mi) for i=ly 2, ••-,&.

5) The lattice homomorphism UT(RR)->US(SM); a-*May is bijective.

Proof. See [1, Theorem 3.2] and [4, Theorems 2.1 and 3.1].

A right i?-module M is said to be locally protective (abbr. 1. projective) if
M satisfies any of the equivalent conditions in Proposition 1.

One may remember that every projective module is 1. projective and every
1. projective module is flat [1].

2. Weakly regular modules

We shall begin this section with the following.

Proposition 2. If MR is w. regulary then there hold the following:
(1) MR is 1. projective.
(2) If N is an S-R-submodule of M, then NR is w.regular.
(3) // R is a regular ring, then MR is regular in the sense of Zelmanowίtz [3].
(4) If S=SX®S2®-®SU with simple rings Siy thenM=S1(M)φS2(M)φ

— ΦSn(M) and S^M) is S-R-simple.

Proof. (1), (2) and (3) are immediate from Proposition 1 and [4].
(4) Obviously, M is the direct sum of £-i?-submodules S{(M). Let m be

an arbitrary non-zero element of S^M). By the usual way, mM* may be
regarded as a subset of S. Since 5 5(^M*)=S ;.(mM*)=0 if ί Φ ; , 5(mM*)
is an ideal of S included in Sj. By hypothesis, SmM*(m) contains non-zero
m. Hence the non-zero ideal 5(mM*) coincides with Siy and SmR72SmM*(m)
=Si(M)y proving that *St(M) is *S-i?-simple.

EXAMPLE 1. Let R be a left w. regular ring. Then, by Proposition 2(2),
every two-sided ideal of R is w. regular as a right i?-module.

Proposition 3. (1) MR is w. regular if and only if for any S-submodule SN
of M there holds N=NM*(N).

(2) Let Mi{i<=I) be right R-modules. Then ΣiGIφMi is w. regular if and
only if each M, is w. regular.

Proof. (1) is evident from the definition.
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(2) We assume M = Σ t 0 M f is w. regular. Let />,: M-*Mi be the
projection, and take an arbitrary element ^ G M , , AS is easily seen,
PiSpi = Horn,, (M;, Mt) and Horn, (M, R) («,.) - Horn, (M,, i?) («,). Now,
recalling that M is w.regular, we obtain mi=pimi^piS(mi)HomR(M> i?)(wt)=
piSiPfliύ HomΛ(M,, /?)(*,) = Horn* (M,, M,)(m,) Horn,, (M,, Λ)(mt). The con-
verse is almost evident.

Lemma 4. Let a be in the center of S. Then there exists an element
β in the center of S with aβa=a if and only if M = α M 0 k e r a.

Proof. See [3, Lemma 3.3].

Proposition 5. If MR is w.regular, then there hold the following:
(1) S is a semίprime ring.
(2) The center of S is a regular ring.

Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) are similar to those of [3, (3.2)] and [3,
Theorem 3.4], respectively. Here, we shall prove (2) only. Let a be in the
center of 5. According to Lemma 4, it suffices to show that M = α M φ k e r α.
For each m^M> we have am=Σisi(am)fi(am) with some s^S a n d / ^ M * .
Setting t=Έ,isi(mfi)^S, we obtain am=a2tm, so that m — αtf weker α. Since
m=atm+(m—atm), it follows M==αM+kerα. If am' {m'^M) is in kerα
then, as we have seen above, there exists some t'^S such that am'=a2trm'=
t'a2m'=0. Hence, M = α M 0 k e r a.

Lemma 6. If MR is ί.projective and NR is an ideal pure submodule of M,
then for each nly -",nk^N there exist xu ~yxn^Nandfu - ^ G M * such that

Proof. As is well known, there exists an i?-homomorρhism of a free 2?-
module GR onto NR. By Proposition 1 (3), there exists φeHom i ?(M, G) such
that βψ(ni)=ni (i=l, •",&). Choose a finitely generated free direct summand
F of GR including φ(nt) (i=l, •••, k). Let yu •••,% be a free i?-basis of F, and
y=Έtjyj

<vj(y) with coordinate functions vr Let π: GR->FR be the projection,
θ=πφ and a: FR->NR the restriction of β. If we set χ.=a{yj) and f~vβ,
then ΣyXjfjin

Now, we are at a position to state our first principal theorem.

Theorem 7. The following conditions are equivalent:
1) MR is a w.regular module.
2) MR is ί.projective and every S-R-submodule of M is ideal pure.
3) MR is ί.projective and SmRR is ideal pure for each m^M.
4) For any S-R-submodule N of M, NR is flat and each left R-module A
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the lattices UTN(RA) and US(SN®A) are isomorphic via the inverse assignments
ψ: UTj7(RA)-+Us(sN®A);A't->N®A' and Φ: Us(sN®A)-*UTjsΓ(A); sBb->

5) For any S-R-submodule N of M, the lattice isomorphism UTN{RR)->

US(NS); αι->iVα, is surjective.
6) MR is 1. protective and b=αb for each pair α, b e UT(RR) such that aΏb

and a is a two sided ideal of R.
7) MR is 1. protective and Ta=Ta2 for each left ideal a of R.

Proof. 1)=^2). MR is l.projective by Proposition 2(1). Take an arbitrary
S-i?-submodule N of M. Let b be an arbitrary left ideal, and consider the
diagram

i®\ TR(My Rib)
(7.1) N®Rlb -Ξ-» M®R/b RK ' ' I HomR(RM*, R(Rlb)),

where i: ΛΓ->M is the inclusion. If (i®\){n®\)=Q for some n®\^N®Rjb>

then TR(M, i?/b) (/(g)l)(n®T)(M*)-U, and hence M*(n)^b. We note that
N®R/b^NINb and n®\ corresponds to n-\-Nb under this isomorphism.
Since MR is w. regular, there holds n^SnM*(n) = SnRM*(n)^Nb, which
means that n®l=0. Hence, i® 1 is monic, and N is ideal pure.

2)=Φ3). Trivial.
3)=Φ1). Let n be an arbitrary element of M, and consider the following

diagram

ί®l TR(My R/M*(n))
(7.2) SnR®R/M*(n) - ^ U M®R/M*(ή) *v —•>

HomR(RM*,R(RIM*(n))).

Then ΓR(M, i?/M*(w))(/®l)(w®ϊ)(M*)=M*(w)ϊ=δ. Since SnRR is ideal pure
and MR is 1. projective, TR(M, RjM*(n)) (i®ί) is monic by Proposition 1 (1).
Hence n®i=0. Now, recalling that n®\ corresponds to n-\-SnM*(n) under
the isomorphism SnR®RIM*(n)^SnRlSnM*(n), we see that n(=SnM*(ri).

1)=Φ4) (cf. [4]). Let N be an arbitrary S-i?-submodule of M. Then NR

is flat by Proposition 2(1), (2) and the remark at the end of § 1. Hence, for
each A'^UTN(A)> N®Ar is included naturally in N®A as an 5-module, and
so ψ is well-defined. Next, we shall show that Φ is well-defined. Since M*
is a left i?-module, L= {Σj^n^ai \ /,eΛf *, n^a^B) is a left i?-module. By
1), 2) and Lemma 6, for each Σ t / t (^)α t eL, we have ni=^Σt

p=ιXpgp(ni) with some
xp^N and £,€ΞM*. Then τjfnύa^τji&pXpgfa))^
TNL. Hence, L=TNL and L is in UTir(A). We have therefore seen that φ is
well-defined. Now, we shall show that Φψ(A')=A' for each A'<=UTN{A).

Obviously, Φψ(A') is included in A'. On the other hand, A'= V ' c φ ψ ( i ' ) ,
and hence Φψ(A')=A'. Finally, we shall show that ψΦ(B)=B for each S-
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submodule B of N®A. Since ψΦ{B)=N®L with L=
n^a^E), it suffices to prove that N®L=B. Every element of N®L is a
finite sum of Λ®(Σf /i(n, )fl, ) with x^Nyf^M* and n^a^B. Since ff®
(τifi(ni)ia)=ΊlixfXni)®ai==^i(xfi)(ni®ai)^B by a/ieS, we see that N®LaB.
Conversely, let b=Σini®ai be an arbitrary element of J5. Then again by 1), 2)
and Lemma 6, there exist xp^N and gp^M* such that ^,-=2^Λ^(nf ) for all i.
It is immediate that b=ΊίiΈίpxpgp(ni)®ai=Έ/pxp®('Σigp(ni)ai) and xp®^igp{nt)ai
=(xpgp)b&B by xpgp^S. This means that we may assume from the beginning
that every rct ®# t is in 5. Hence, b=Σpxp®(Σigp(ni)ai)^N®L, whence it
follows B^N®L.

4)=Φ5). Trivial.

5)=Φ1). Given m^M, the map UTs R(RR)->Us(SmR); a\->Sma, is sur-

jective by assumption. There exists therefore some a^UTs B(RR) such that

Sm=Sma=Sm( TSmRά)=SmM*(SmR)a=SmM*(Sma)=SmM*{Sm)=SmM*(m),

which shows that MR is w.regular.
1)=Φ6). By Proposition 2(1), MR is l.projective. Let α, b^Uτ(RR) be

such that a^b and α is a two-sided ideal of Ry and let iV be the 5-i?-sub-
module Ma of M. Since N is ideal pure by 2), there holds Mb Π N=Nb=Mab.
Combining this with α^b, we obtain Mb=Mbf]N=Mάb. Now, by Proposi-
tion 1 (5) we readily obtain b=αb.

6)=>5). If N is an 5-iϊ-submodule of M, then N=Ma with some αG
UT(RR) by Proposition 1 (5). Since a=Ta=M*(M)a=M*(N) and JV is a
right i?-module, α is a two-sided ideal. It suffices therefore to show that each
L^US(SN) there exists some b^UTN(RR) such that L=Nb. Again by Pro-
position 1 (5), L=Mb with some b<=Uτ(RR). Then, a=Ta=M*(N)^M*(L)
=M*(M)b=Tb=b. Hence, b=ab=TNb by hypothesis, and so L=Mb=
Mab=Nb with be UTN(RR).

6)=#7). If α is a left ideal of JR, then the two-sided ideal TaR includes
Γα. As is easily seen, Ta and TaR are in UT(RR). Hence, Ta=(TaR)Ta
c Tα2 by assumption, proving Ta=Ta2.

7)=Φ6). Let a,b^L UR(TR) be such that αΞ2b and α is a two-sided ideal of
R. Then, b=Tb=Tb 2 eΓαb=αb, that is, b=ab.

EXAMPLE 2. If R is not left w.regular, then RR is not w.regular but (locally)
projective. Next, let R be the ring Z of rational integers, and M=Zj{p)y p a
prime. Then M*=0. Hence, MR is not w.regular but every ^-.R-submodule
of M is trivially ideal pure. According to Theorem 7, above examples enable
us to see that the local projectivity of MR and the property that each S-R-sub-
module of M is ideal pure are independent.

The next corresponds to a theorem of Ware concerning regular modules
(see [3, Corollary 4.2]).
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Theorem 8. // MR is f.g. w.regular, then S is a left w.regular ring.

Proof. Let M=mλR^ \-mpRy and a=ax an arbitrary element of S.
By hypothesis, a1tn1 = ΣiBSιgi(a1m1)fi(a1m1) with some gi^S and / t e M * .
Setting h—Σigia^niif^ai^SaiSai, we obtain a1(rn1)=b1(m1), and so ker (a1—b1)
3^7?. Repeating the above argument for a2=a1—b1 instead of aly we find
b2^Sa2Sa2 (^Sa^a^ such that ker (a2—b2)^2m2R. Since az=a2—b2^Sa2y there
holds further ker a^mfi+mJR. Continuing the above procedure, we obtain
eventually aλ=ay ~-yapy ap+1^Saι and bly "*ybp^Sa1Sa1 such that ak+1==ak—bk

and ker αA+13/w1jRH \-mkR (k= 1, 2, •• ,Ĵ >). Since ^ + 1 = 0 by k e r ^ + 1 2
\-mpR=My it follows a=b1-] \-bp^SaSay completing the proof.

Corollary 9. Let N be an S-R-submodule of M. If MR is w.regular and
MjNR is fg., then HomR{MjNy M/N) is a left w.regular ring.

Proof. By Proposition 2 (1) and Proposition 1 (S), N=Ma with some
a(=Uτ(RR). Since a=Ta=M*(M)a=M*{N) and iV is a right Λ-module, α
is a two-sided ideal of R. It is easy to see that M/Ma is a w.regular module as
an f.g. right i?/α-module. Then HomR(M/Ny M/iV)=HomΛ/α(M/Mα, M/Mά)
is a left w.regular ring by Theorem 8.

EXAMPLE 3. Let R be a commutative regular ring with countably in-
finite set of orthogonal idempotents e{. We consider M=ΣΓ-iΘ^? t; Ri=R.
As usual, S can be regarded as the ring of column finite matrices over R with
matrix units eir If α=ΣΓ=i e,4u> then Sa consists of all elements of the form
Σ?»i Σf αy^;., . Now, we can easily 'see that a$ΞSaSay which means that S is
not left w.regular.
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